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Quiz:  How S.M.A.R.T. are you?

Thank you for taking the time to invest in your wellness. We often tend to think about
wellness in terms of physical health, but how we take care of our mind, soul and spirit is
also just as important as how we take care of our physical body. The following
questions will give you a glimpse into how well you are managing wellness in 4 core
areas: Mind, Body, Soul, and Spirit. Once you have completed the assessment, you will
be better able to tailor the S.M.A.R.T. Wellness   program to best suit your needs. Let's
dive in!

Please circle the statement (A or B) that most accurately describes you or your
situation

I have difficulty focusing on one thing at a time, and I am easily distracted during the day,
especially by e-mail, text-messages and social media.
I have an easy time focusing on one thing at a time. I am not easily distracted during the day by
e-mail or other tasks.

I spend much of my day reacting to immediate crises and demands rather than focusing on
important activities with longer-term value.
I spend much of my day focusing on important activities with longer-term value rather than
spending most of my day reacting to immediate crises and demands.

I don’t take enough time for reflection, planning, and creative thinking.
I take enough time for reflection, planning, and creative thinking.

I work in the evenings or on weekends, and I almost never take an e-mail–free vacation.
I rarely work in the evenings or on weekends, and I make it a point to be e-mail–free when on
vacation.
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Mind

Mental Self-Care Deposits: Total B's___
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I don’t regularly get at least six to eight hours of sleep, or I often wake up feeling exhausted.
I regularly get at least six to eight hours of sleep, and/or I often wake up feeling refreshed.

My first meal of the day is usually something that is highly processed or high in sugar.
My first meal of the day is usually something that is nutritious and non-processed (A nutritious first
meal avoids refined sugars and includes all 3 macronutrients - protein, fat and carbohydrate).

I don’t move my body enough (meaning 20 minutes of physical activity that is significant enough to
elevate your heart rate at least three times per week or walking the equivalent of 10,000 steps most
days of the week).
I exercise regularly (meaning 20 minutes of physical activity that is significant enough to elevate
your heart rate at least three times per week or walking the equivalent of 10,000 steps most days of
the week).

I don't pay much attention to the ingredients that are present in my cosmetics, personal care
products and household cleaners. 
For the most part, I am mindful of the chemical content of my cosmetics, personal care products
and household cleaners and I generally make it a rule to purchase products that are made with all
natural, non-toxic ingredients.
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Body

Physical Self-Care Deposits: Total B's___

I often find myself feeling anxious, irritable or impatient at work.
I often feel calm, focused and cheerful at work, even when work is demanding.

I often feel sad or lonely and I often have trouble enjoying myself, even when I'm with people that I
care about.
My mood is often upbeat and I generally enjoy spending time with the people that I care about.

I don’t often express gratitude to others or I rarely express gratitude for my own accomplishments
and blessings.
I frequently express my appreciation to others and I often savor my own accomplishments and
blessings.

I usually don't have enough time with my family and loved ones or when I'm with them, my mind is
usually focused on something else.
I feel that I have enough time with my family and loved ones and when I'm with them, I'm generally
fully present and my focus is solely on them. 
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Soul

Soul-related Self-Care Deposits: Total B's___
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I don’t spend enough time at work doing the things I am good at and enjoy most. 
I spend enough time at work doing what I do best and enjoy most.

There are significant gaps between what I say is most important to me in my life and how I actually
allocate my time and energy.
There are few gaps between what I say is most important to me in my life and how I actually
allocate my time and energy.

My decisions at work and in my personal life are more often influenced by fear of failure or external
demands rather than by a strong, clear sense of my own purpose.
My decisions at work and in my personal life are more often influenced by a strong, clear sense of
my own purpose rather than by fear of failure or external demands.

I don’t invest enough time and energy in making a positive difference to others or to the world. 
I feel that I invest enough time and energy in making a positive difference to others or to the world.
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Spirit

Spiritual Self-Care Deposits: Total B's___

Total Number of B's In All 4 Categories ___
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We see you, Superstar. We realize your plate is full but even superheros eventually need to
take off their capes. Your personal wellness score indicates unrecognized areas of growth in
your mental, physical, emotional  or spiritual health. Luckily, there are many opportunities for
you to bring wellness and balance into your life by adopting a few SMART lifestyle tweaks.
Identifying your individual category scores will help you know where to direct your focus. 

Looks like you're doing a great job of taking care of everyone else's needs but may be
neglecting your own. A few SMART lifestyle tweaks will help bring more balance into your life.
Identifying your individual category scores will help you know where to direct your focus.

Nice job! You've got some pretty good self-care skills. A few SMART lifestyle tweaks can help
you go from good to great. Identifying your individual category scores will help you know
where to direct your focus.

Yaaasssss! High-five – you've got this wellness thing down-pat. Your personal wellness
account is practically overflowing. Be sure to keep up the good work!
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Your score in this area is a gentle reminder that your beautiful mind could use a bit of rest.
Focusing on Awareness can help you replenish your reserves in this area.

There are definitely opportunities for growth in this area. Focusing on Awareness can help
you replenish your mental reserves.

You're on the right track but mental overwhelm can sometimes be a challenge. Focusing on
Awareness can help you replenish your reserves in this area.

Nice job. A few SMART tweaks can help you go from good to great. Focusing on Awareness
can help you further build your reserves in this area.

Well done! You're doing a great job of managing wellness in this area.
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Individual Category Score: Mind____

Please recognize that this is the perfect time to reset your physical health. Focusing on
Sleep, Movement and Tailoring your inputs can help you replenish your reserves in this area.

There are many opportunities for growth in this area – physical vitality is definitely within your
reach. Focusing on Sleep, Movement and Tailoring your inputs can help you replenish your
reserves in this area.

You're on the right track however your self-care skills  in this area could use a bit of a nudge.
Focusing on Sleep, Movement and Tailoring your inputs can help you feel your best.

Nice job. A few SMART tweaks can help you go from good to great. Focusing on Sleep,
Movement and Tailoring your inputs can help you further build your reserves in this area.

Well done! You're doing a great job of managing wellness in this area.
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Individual Category Score: Body____
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Please recognize that it is time to get into alignment with your soul's purpose. Focusing on
Awareness, Recognition of identity and Tailoring your inputs in the area of media and
relationships can help you replenish your emotional reserves.

There are many opportunities for growth in this area – true alignment with your purpose is
definitely within reach. Focusing on Awareness, Recognition of identity and Tailoring your
inputs in the area of media and relationships can help you replenish your emotional reserves.

You're on the right track however emotional overwhelm can sometimes be a challenge.
Focusing on Awareness, Recognition of identity and Tailoring your inputs in the area of media
and relationships can help you replenish your emotional reserves.

Nice job. A few SMART tweaks can help you go from good to great. Focusing on Awareness,
Recognition of identity and Tailoring your inputs in the area of media and relationships can
help you further build your emotional reserves.

Well done! You're doing a great job of managing wellness  in this area.
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Individual Category Score: Soul____

Please recognize that it is time to re-connect with your spiritual values. Focusing on
Awareness and Recognition of identity can help you replenish your reserves in this area.

There are many opportunities for growth in this area as you continue your path toward
spiritual evolution. Focusing on Awareness and Recognition of identity can help you gain
more clarity.

You're recognizing that you have the power to shape and define your life but still struggle a bit
when feeling overwhelmed. Focusing on Awareness and Recognition of identity can help you
feel more comfortable standing in your power.

You are a true spirit in evolution. Focusing on Awareness and Recognition of identity can help
you more fully embrace your spiritual gifts.

Great job! You're doing a great job of managing wellness  in this area.
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Individual Category Score: Spirit____
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